
Orienta� Kingdo� Caf� Men�
The Cheeki Shop, Left Bank, Te Aro, Wellington 6011, New Zealand

+6443813730 - https://www.sataykingdomcafe.co.nz

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Oriental Kingdom Cafe from Wellington. Currently, there
are 16 dishes and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.

You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Oriental Kingdom Cafe:
this is such a special place in my heart to have a seat in or out. I and my son went back to the saay kingdom cafe

after 9 years to dinate there all the time with my son and daughter when we lived in wgtn. the owners are
beautiful people and eating is excellent and tasty it was so nice to go back after all the years to see that the

owners are still there are simply not eating there thanks to satay kingdom their best... read more. The restaurant
also offers the possibility to sit outside and have something in pleasant weather. What User doesn't like about

Oriental Kingdom Cafe:
Food was quite average. The roti canai was a disappointment. Roti not hot and so thick not made then and there.

Its mostly cooked from the freezer. The gravy was quite watery and lacked taste. The satay chicken was ok.
Nothing spectacular. General tso chicken was good. All in all would not recommend or go there again. read

more. A selection of fine seafood dishes is served by the Oriental Kingdom Cafe from Wellington, Furthermore,
the guests love the successful combination of different dishes with new and partially experimental products - a

good example of successful Asian Fusion. Look forward to the enjoyment of fine vegetarian dishes, On the menu
there are also several Asian dishes.
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Appet�er�
SATAY

Sauce�
ERDNUSSSAUCE

Noodle�
MEE GORENG

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Coffe�
COFFEE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Malaysia� / Orienta� Cuisi�
LAKSA

India�
ROTI

CHICKEN CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

BURGER

FISH

NOODLES

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

TRAVEL

SEAFOOD

BEEF
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Opening Hours:
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Wednesday 11:00 -21:00
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